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Theory Report 
 
Theory Question 1 (Compulsory) 
What factors should influence the choice of wine closures? (Paper 3) 
Overall, this question seemed to pose a significant challenge for students.  Many did not seem to 
understand that this was a Paper 3 question and answered it more from a marketing perspective.  This 
essay needed to written from the perspective of  
 
Candidates need to work on the following: 

• Level of detail 
o Many essays mentioned OTR without sufficient discussion of what that actually means 

in the context of this essay and very few discussed specific numbers.  Different closures 
have different OTRs 

o If SO2 is mentioned, use specific ranges 
o If costs are mentioned as a factor, give examples of specific costs 

 
• Essay structure 

o A well-written essay is essential to the communication of knowledge and understanding.  
Many essays were poorly written which prevented information from being clearly 
communicated.  Candidates need to practice essay writing and make sure that they have 
a clear structure around which to build an essay.  The importance of a well-written 
introduction can’t be understated. 

 
• Specific examples 

o Referring to “X Producer” or being general with examples is not an effective way of 
communicating knowledge – nor does it show mastery of the subject matter. 

o Examples need to be used critically.  Examples are a way to offer support for your 
argument – they are not necessarily the focus of the paragraph, but rather a way of 
illustrating your point. 

 
• Specific closure knowledge 

o Overall, this appeared to be a weak spot for candidates 
o Better knowledge of specific closures (other than cork and screw caps) is essential 

 Most essays focused predominantly on cork closures with very little attention 
paid to alternative closures.  The alternative closure market is important and 
should be thoroughly researched.  Regardless of your own personal opinion on 
closures (i.e. you think synthetics are poor quality), these are closures that are 
being used in the market and therefore you need to know about and 
understand them.  Market stats for Nomarcorcs (which are now also produced 
from plant-based materials – something that very few candidates commented 
on) indicate that they closed 2.7 billion bottle closures in 2017 or 1 in 8 bottles 
worldwide – therefore failing to mention considerations that producer might 
have for using this type of closure was somewhat of an omission.  Similarly, not 
being able to quote pricing stats for different closures such as screw caps or 



glass closures (but only corks) in a discussion about the role of costs also 
showed a lack of broad understanding and knowledge.  

 
Theory Question 2 (optional)  
What matters more to consumers in today’s wine market; brand, varietal or appellation? (Paper 4) 
This was a very open question with lots of different answers possible. The introduction needs to set the 
scene and structure of the essay.  
 
Examiners are looking for a logical, clear argument which takes a position. A global response was 
required as different markets show varying trends, focusing on the evidence from one market was too 
narrow. Examples must be included as evidence to support the answer, this was still very light overall. 
Avoid sweeping subjective statements which appear glib and set the wrong tone. 
 

Theory Question 3 (Optional) 
Examine the importance of temperature control at different stages for the vinification of red wine 
(Paper 2) 
Overall this question was relatively well answered with a large number of candidates achieving a 
marginal passing answer.  
 
The problem with a question like this is that some candidates thought you could attempt it with a very 
superficial level of detail.  Defining scope was key and the strongest candidates clearly defined the scope 
of vinification. The weaker candidates did not define any scope and spent too long on items that were 
outside the scope of the essay. Generally speaking vinification is from grape reception up to the point of 
bottling hence details on the merits or otherwise of reefers versus other forms of transportation failed 
to secure good marks. Similarly some candidates spent over half of the essay talking about harvest 
conditions and transportation of grapes to the winery. Of course reference to the arrival of healthy 
grapes at an appropriate temperature would not have penalized candidates but the core of the essay 
needed to focus on the importance of temperature during vinification. 
 
Whilst this may not have appeared to be a technical essay it was necessary to accurately refer to some 
critical temperature points. This essay specifically referred to the vinification of red wine and some 
candidates spent time of talking about temperature to encourage or block malolactic fermentation 
(MLF) depending on the desired style of wine that was not relevant given the fact that virtually all red 
wines go through MLF. Similarly some that ventured into reds all going through MLF offered a range of 
“ideal” temperatures that varied from 10C to 35C. Others veered towards a WSET style answer with the 
ideal temperatures for the fermentation of red and white wines.  
 
In a question like this candidates need to identify the key words in the question and too many answered 
the question “Examine temperature control at different stages for the vinification of wine” missing of 
the key words “importance of” and “red”. The examiners set a specific question with the hope that 
candidates will answer that specific question rather than “Tell me everything and anything you can 
remember about temperature in wine vinification”. Even where there were accurate comments on 
temperatures, it was rarely referred back to why it was important. Some casually referred to the 
possibility of Brett without any reference as to whether Brett would be an asset or a liability in a wine. 
 
Examples were either poorly used or lacked geographic scope. Remember an example is not just a fact – 
you need to know why something is being done and when it is relevant.  



 
Another word of caution is whilst it is valid and completely appropriate to use examples gathered on 
student trips, candidates need to consider the fact that peers are using the same example so it is 
imperative that you are sure of your facts! 
 
Other than the points above, the usual factors are still a problem: poor essay structure, messy writing, 
spelling errors (particularly in wine names and places), numerous typos and the introduction of new 
information in the conclusion or no conclusion at all. 
 
Practical questions  
 
Q1 (wines 1 – 3) 
In general, Q1 seemed to be a question that most candidates did well with in terms of both 
identification and answers.  Most candidates showed a solid level of understanding as to the methods of 
production for each of the wines. 
 
However, there were some candidates who did struggle with tasting the difference between tank 
fermented vs traditional method and also with discussing these production methods.  It is very 
important to practice notes on these wines but to also be sure to refer back to what is in the glass when 
discussing the production methods. 
 
Finally, being able to assess quality in sparkling wines is essential.  It is important to be able to recognize 
that there are different levels of quality being produced today in Prosecco.  The more successful 
candidates were able to comment on this and use evidence from the glass to justify their conclusion.  
 
Question 2 (Wines 4 – 7) 
 
This question appeared to be the most challenging question for many candidates although for those 
who tasted systematically it was probably the most obvious. Candidates need to remember that the 
Stage 1 Assessment can cover any wine (like Paper 3 in the Stage 2 Practical exam). The inclusion of a 
fortified wine with three still wines clearly put people out of their comfort zone. In reading the scripts 
there was clearly a sense of panic and all of the hard work in tasting and assessing wines throughout the 
year appeared to be cast aside as candidates scrambled for answers. 
 
The majority of candidates noticed some indication of “flor” characteristics and this led to wine 5 being 
a pointer for Jura, hence France as the country. This was an incorrect conclusion as in fact this should 
have logically led to Jerez and hence Spain. Answers for wine 5 showed an amazing range of sweetness 
from bone dry to over 200g/l with an alcohol range from 9% to 20%. Whilst it is recognized that the 
exam is stressful the answers for many candidates did not reflect any relationship to what was in the 
glass. Some candidates confidently recognized Sherry with the bold statement that the “oxidative style 
confirms ageing under a layer of flor” and “bruised apples and dark colour confirms ageing under flor”. 
For the majority of candidates in Jura this led to further troubles as the Savignan grape was misspelt and 
reference to passito styles, fortified wines and arrested ferments “all consistent with Jura”. In terms of 
quality the Pale Cream was seen by many to be extremely high quality with a racy acidity and youthful 



with a long ageing potential. Candidates are reminded again that knowledge of the classics does not just 
mean expensive French wines but needs to cover commercially relevant wines at all price points. 
 
For the candidates who arrived at Spain, as a conclusion there was much more leniency of answers for 
wines 4 and 7. The white Rioja did not particularly shout of its origin and was easily confused with 
Chardonnay.  However given the fact that one was in Spain candidates should have been looking for 
Rioja and wine 7 was the more obvious candidate for a Chardonnay. Wine 6, the Albariño, was well 
identified. For the candidates in France again it was clear that panic set in as many missed the oak on 
the Rioja trying to make it fit into Sancerre, Muscadet or Picpoul as examples. The fruit characteristics of 
the Albariño mistaken for Condrieu were easier to forgive. 
 
Overall the acidity and quality answers appeared to follow whatever the candidate had assessed the 
origin to be and so the “Sancerre” had racy acidity and the “Condrieu” had new oak and modest acidity. 
 
Overall, the answers in the main were disappointing and a reminder for candidates to assess what is in 
the glass and not what they want the wine to be. 
 
Q3 (wines 8 – 10) 
The choice of grape variety was challenging - Cabernet Sauvignon was a reasonable deduction for the 
candidates to make.  

It is strongly recommended that candidates write a list of all grape varieties before they start a tasting 
paper.  This helps focus the mind, can keep panic at bay and assists with deductions. 
 
It appeared likely that many people failed to even consider Cabernet Franc as an option with many going 
for alternative classics, with Cabernet Sauvignon and Shiraz being the most common. Cabernet 
Sauvignon was not an unreasonable option and candidates who selected this variety were viewed more 
favorably. The wines did not, however, display Shiraz characteristics and it is difficult to see how wine 8 
could have been made from this variety. Similarly, a few went for Italian grapes and once again the 
wines lacked the tannic structure or body to match with Nebbiolo or Sangiovese. 
 
The evidence in the glass must be used to reach conclusions, in some instances it is ignored as the 
candidate panics to grasp at an answer. Use the evidence, follow the trial and it should lead to a correct 
or at least sensible conclusion. 
 
Many candidates failed to identify the key elements that point to origin and failed to place the wines 
correctly. Many were unable to differentiate between new and old-world countries let alone more 
defined countries/regions. Assessment of acid and alcohol levels was often inaccurate. The evidence 
must be used to generate the answer. 
 
Many candidates appeared to have little interest in commercial questions, which is a shame as it is a 
relative easy way to secure points. Candidates need to identify where the products are likely to sell by 
outlet type. An indication of how easy this sell would be would also have value. Avoid food matching as 
this does not answer the question. Ageing potential is also irrelevant unless we are talking about 
investment wines - none of these wines fall into that category. 
 
 



Q4 (wines 11 – 12) 
Candidates seemed to struggle with these two wines.  Even if the wines were identified as Chenin Blanc, 
many still seemed to have a difficult time assessing the maturity of the wines correctly and/or the sugar 
and alcohol levels.  Knowing sugar levels from a theory standpoint is extremely important, but it is 
equally important to practice tasting for sugar to make sure that you are able to combine your theory 
knowledge with your practical/with what is actually in the glass.  Similarly, it was disappointing to see 
how many candidates struggled to correctly assess the alcohol levels in the wines.  Calibration exercises 
focused on structural component tastings can be very helpful as a way to practice these assessments. 
 
Finally, candidates should continue to practice how to write answers that address maturity.  There are a 
number of different factors that should be discussed in these types of answers including discussing 
where the wine is currently as well as how it might (or might not) continue to develop. 
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